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By Scott Adams

Andrews McMeel Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, It's Not Funny If I Have
to Explain It, Scott Adams, Office workers, cubicle squatters, and corporate drones everywhere read
"Dilbert" in their morning papers and see their own bosses and coworkers in the frames of the strip,
enacting on newsprint the weird rituals and bizarre activities that are conducted each day in the
American workplace. The characters' names and hairstyles have been changed to protect their
identities, but "Dilbert's "readers aren't fooled. After all, they spend every day with these idiots and
lunatics. Jargon-spewing corporate zombies. The sociopath who checks voice mail on his speaker
phone. The fascist information systems guy. The sadistic human resources director. The
technophobic vice president. The power-mad executive assistant. The pursed-lip sycophant. The big
stubborn dumb guy. They're Dilbert's coworkers, and chances are they're yours, too. If you know
them, work with them, or dialogue with them about leveraging synergies to maximize shareholder
value, then you'll recognize this comic strip as a day at the office, only funnier! Since 1989 "Dilbert"
has lampooned not only the people but also the accepted conventions and practices of the business
world. Office politics, management trends, business travel, personnel...
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Absolutely essential study book. It normally is not going to charge excessive. I am delighted to inform you that this is basically the finest ebook we have
study during my very own lifestyle and can be he greatest publication for at any time.
-- Dr . Willis Pa ucek II--  Dr . Willis Pa ucek II

An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Ja kubowski-- Melody Ja kubowski
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